
Senior Project Weekly Calendar M. Renner

Date Daily Objectives Supplementary (Homework)
Monday,
April 13th

Focus: Start to write or be on the cusp of typing

Most are just finishing their outlines at this point, and so we're re-adjusting the
goals for this week. I should be checking off outlines today.  You're goal should
be to have a rough draft done by Friday, or the latest, by next Monday. This will
give you a week to refine your work.

As you start writing, review the Elements Handout and one of the student
exemplars posted on under Student Resources on my DP. Remember the
annotated version of this annotated outline that we looked at last week. Consider
as you read:
1.  How does the author approach each Element?
2.  Given the differences between this topic and yours, how will YOU approach
each element?

At least 45 minutes of focused
writing. You can start with the
introduction or Part III

Tuesday,
April 14th

Focus: More of the same!  Get writing!!

Use your time productively. Try to finish writing a section a day for the rest of the
week, so you have a full draft by Friday for me to take home and give you
comments on. I’d start with either section I or section III.

At LEAST 45 minutes of focused
writing.

Wednesday,
Thursday
April 15th
and 16th

Focus: Write, write, write.

If you have started writing before finishing your outline. Make sure to go back to
the outline regularly so that you have the final draft in outline form by the end.
This will help immensely with your preparing for your presentation.

At LEAST 45 minutes of focused
writing.

Friday
April 17th

Next week we move into critique and refinement. EXPECT TO DO MAJOR
REVISIONS ON YOUR PAPER.  By now, you know that I expect much more
from a revision than simply moving around commas.  Be prepared for big time
thinking and writing. This will be coming from a place of love so that  you crush
your presentation, and can take well-deserved victory lap around the parking lot
singing Queen’s “We are the Champions!”  at the top of your lungs.

Finish your draft; if you finish
Friday, then take a break so you
can come back fresh on Monday


